PRAYER & ADORATION

- The Diocese of Raleigh YouTube channel offers local inspirational homilies and Masses
- Read Daily Scripture or Listen to the Daily Scripture
- Pope’s Prayer to Mary during coronavirus pandemic
- Vatican Live
- Stay Up With Christ – Live Adoration
- d365 Daily Teen Devotionals
- Matt Maher Music YouTube Channel
- Sarah Hart Music YouTube Channel
- Jesse Manibusan Music YouTube Channel
- King and Country Music YouTube Channel
- Dana Catherine Music Channel on YouTube

REFLECTIONS

- Lifeteen Daily Blogs and Reflections
- Catholic Daily Devotionals for Youth
- Lifeteen Video Reflections on YouTube
- Discover meaning in the Mass through this video experience
- Take a 3-minute daily retreat
- Chris Stefanick reflections on YouTube
- Paul J. Kim Music and Reflection YouTube Channel
- Christ is Alive – Pope Francis Letter to Youth

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

- Project Youth Ministry Live Weekly Gatherings
- Life Teen Live Weekly Gatherings
- Fr. Rob Galea Reflections and Music YouTube
- Kid Catholic YouTube – Catholic Teen Lead

YOUTH RESOURCES

During COVID19